Information-based measures for logical stochastic resonance in a synthetic gene network under Lévy flight superdiffusion.
We investigate the logical information transmission of a synthetic gene network under Lévy flight superdiffusion by an information-based methodology. We first present the stochastic synthetic gene network model driven by a square wave signal under Lévy noise caused by Lévy flight superdiffusion. Then, to quantify the potential of logical information transmission and logical stochastic resonance, we theoretically obtain an information-based methodology of the symbol error rate, the noise entropy, and the mutual information of the logical information transmission. Consequently, based on the complementary "on" and "off" states shown in the logical information transmission for the repressive proteins, we numerically calculate the symbol error rate for logic gates, which demonstrate that the synthetic gene network under Lévy noise can achieve some logic gates as well as logical stochastic resonance. Furthermore, we calculate the noise entropy and the mutual information between the square wave signal and the logical information transmission, which reveal and quantify the potential of logical information transmission and logical stochastic resonance. In addition, we analyze the synchronization degree of the mutual information for the accomplished logical stochastic resonance of two repressive proteins of the synthetic gene network by synchronization variances, which shows that those mutual information changes almost synchronously.